292                     COMPLETE  SPECIFICATIONS,
173. Steam used for running the boiler feed pumps during the duty tests will not be charged against the engines.
Expert Test. 173. The twenty-four hours duty test shall be made with the water in the wet well at an approximate elevation of 110, and shall be conducted by the experts selected in accordance with section 169 of this contract.
Speed.                 174.    If, in the opinion of. the Water Commis-
sioner, the speed of the engines at any time during the twenty-four hours test is such as to jeopardize their safety, he shall have the right to order them run at such reduced speed as will give a smooth -and quiet action.
Head(h).             175.    The head (h) to  be  inserted   into the
formula for computing the duty of the engines during the running test, shall be ascertained by attaching a gauge to the discharge pipe close to where it turns into and runs through the foundation walls of the pit, and by the elevation of the water in the wet well.
176. Any part or detail of the engines showing* undue strain or weakness of any description, must be replaced, and all defects developed in these tests shall be corrected by the contractor to the entire satisfaction of the water commissioner.
ADDITIONAL   APPLIANCES.
Wrenches.            *77-    The contractor shall furnish for all sizes
of bolts a complete set of wrenches for each engine, accurately fitted to the respective sizes of nuts. The wrenches for all finished nuts about the engines shall have a bright finish and shall be marked with their respective sizes.
178.     Each engine shall be provided with one steam gauge, graduated from o to 250 pounds, one vacuum gauge,  one suitable steam gauge on each receiver (if such be employed in the construction), and one engine revolution counter; all of them to have brass cases,   triple silver plated, and  placed convenient for observation.    The dials of gauges to be ten (10) inches in diameter.
179.     Each of the air vessels of the pumps shall be provided with one glass water gauge of satisfactory design.    The hot well for each engine shall be provided   with   a   suitable,    permanently   attached thermometer of appropriate design.

